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WARNNING：   

1.  Read all instructions before installing;  

2.  System is intended for installation by a qualified electrician;  

3.  To prevent electric shock, shut off power before installation and maintenance.  

4.  Installation in Accordance with national electrical 

  code and local regulations.   

5.  Suitable for indoor and outdoor  

6.  Keep the instruction manual for reference.   

 

INSTALLATION：  

 

Note：Shut off the power supply before installation and maintanance 

 

1. Carefully unpack your fixture, loose the mounting screw using the Allen wrench（5/32）,rotate counterclockwise to 

take out the mounting plate, Drill a hole (Ø12) on mounting surface ，recommended  center distance 

L=100±20mm，secure the nut. （Fig. 1） 

 
Fig. 1 

 

2.   pull out the power supply wire out through  mounting plate, place the fixture up to the plate and rotate 

clockwise ,then secure with mounting screw. （Fig. 2） 

 

 

Fig. 2 

3.  Fixture horizontal rotation degree 0°- 330°（clockwise），set screw lock clockwise, unlock counterclockwise（Fig. 3） 

Line drawing of M8 expansion bolt 
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Fig. 3 

4.  Fixture vertical rotation degree 0°- 90°（counterclockwise），set screw lock counterclockwise, unlock clockwise（Fig. 

4） 

 

Fig. 4 

5.  Tightly connect the power supply cable with the fixture input cable via waterproof J-box (purchase separately).  

 

Replacement and maintenance： 

Shut off the power supply，wait the fixture cooling.  Its opposite process to disassembly and installation, 

replacement and maintenance must be carried out by professional.  

Note 1： 

1. Cable purchase separately，3 cores cable，gauge Ø5-Ø9mm(Connector signal：hot “L”. neutral“ N”. ground).   

2. Input：220-240V～  50/60Hz.  

Note 2： 

1. Found damaged glass shield must be replaced during installation; 

2. Only those provided by WAC lighting can be used when replace the damaged glass shield.  


